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First, our next meeting will be a training session on outreach and the bleach kits. Some of you 
have done outreach before, but for many of us, this will be our first experience. Also, the bleach 
kits can be kinda tricky/annoying, so someone from the Health Department will demonstrate how 
to use them (sans drug, obviously ;)  It's very important that we solidify outreach teams and start 
building rapport with various populations in order to organize our focus groups, which will allow 
us to use personal testimonies during the 2013 legislative session wherein SB 335 will be 
introduced once again. 
 
Second, the awesome Dane Claussen, the executive director of our local ACLU, spoke briefly 
about "intake forms." Essentially, these are reports of human rights violations that are used for 
class action law suits. If (IF! IF! IF!) we find that our particular outreach populations experience 
patterns of injustice (IE: the people I work with often report police officers solicit them for 
sexual favors in exchange for not being arrested), we should have intake forms on hand in case 
they would like to file one.  
 
Third, we brainstormed various populations of injecting drug users (and potential outreach teams 
for each population) from across the socioeconomic spectrum: 
 
-Bodegas/ vitamin B injectors (??) 
-Trans populations injecting hormones/drugs (Josh? The Center?) 
-Families with diabetes who cannot afford needles and thus share them (Action Red folks?) 
-Injecting drug users in the tunnels (Matt) 
-Injecting drug users on Boulder Highway, up into Freemont, and in the weekly/monthlys there 
(Jenny, Lisa, Holly...all other interested SWOP homegirls/homeboys) 
-Injecting drug users in Commercial Center (Josh? Action Red folks?)     
 
So, our next step needs to be the outreach/bleach kit training session. We should shoot for a 
meeting within the next two-three weeks. What days/times work best for everyone? When we 
narrow our availability down a bit, I'll send around a survey monkey to solidify a day/time. 
 
Thanks everyone! 
Jenny 
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